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The Special Olympics Virginia Advanced Skills Competition is
designed to be a competition for two person teams either
traditional (Athlete/Athlete) or Unified (Athlete/Unified

Partner).  Scores for the competition are a composite score of
both teammates.   The score sheet in this guide can be printed

and utilized for scoring. 

Flag Football Advanced Skills



Passing
 

 Level 1:  Three targets 10 yards out from the passer spaced 10ft.
apart.  Passer will get one point for each ball that goes into any of

the three corresponding holes marked 1, 2, 3.  Each passer will get 5
throws.   The first three throws must be at three different targets.  

 The 4th and 5th toss are the athlete/partners choice. 
 Scores of the two teammates (athlete/athlete or athlete/partner)

will be added together for a cumulative score.  
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Level 2:  Three targets will be placed at 10, 15 & 20 yards out from
the passer.   Each passer will get 1pt. for each ball that goes into

the 10yd target,  2pts. for each ball in the 15yd target and 3pts. for
each ball that goes into the 20yd target of the three corresponding

holes marked 1, 2, 3.  Each passer will get 5 throws.  
 The first three throws must be at each of the three different

targets.  The 4th and 5th toss are the athlete/partners choice. 
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Level 1:  Receiver starts at starting position.  Receiver
runs to box 1 (1 yard by 1 yard) and catches ball from the partner.  Once the

receiver catches the ball he/she
drops the ball and immediately runs to box 2 and catches the ball and then

goes to box three and catches the ball.  A
point is awarded for every ball caught.
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Level 2:  Receiver starts at starting position.  Receiver runs to box
1 (1 yard by 1 yard) and catches ball from the partner.  Once the
receiver catches the ball he/she drops the ball and immediately

runs to box 2 and catches the ball and then goes to box three and
catches the ball.  1pt for a ball caught in box 1, 2pts in box 2 and

3pts in box 3.
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Level 1:  Runner starts at the starting point.  Twenty yards is
marked off.  Runner runs a 20 yard straight run in a little time as
possible with a football in hand.   Points are awards by the time

conversion chart at the end of this document.
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Level 2:  Runner starts at the a starting point.  
Cones are placed at 5 yards, 10 yards, 15 and 20 yards in a zig zag
pattern.  Runner runs as fast as possible going around each cone

with a football in hand.    Points are awarded by the time conversion
chart.
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Level 1: Defensive player starts at the starting point.  Tackling
trainer or partner is five yards from the defensive player. 

 Defensive player must tear flag off of the tacking trainer or
partner.  The time it takes for the defensive player to take the flag

off is timed.  Points are awarded for the amount of time it takes
for the flag to be removed according to the time conversion chart. 
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Defense
Level 2: Defensive player starts at the starting point.  Tackling

trainer or partner is five yards from the defensive player.  Defensive
player must go around the cone and then tear flag off of the tacking
trainer or partner.  The time it takes for the defensive player to take
the flag off is timed.  Points are awarded for the amount of time it
takes for the flag to be removed according to the time conversion

chart. 
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Level 1 and Level 2:  All participants start at a starting line.  Each
participant is timed in the 40 yard dash.  Points are awarded based on

the final time for each participant.  

40 yard dash

Conversion Chart for speed events:

TIMED SKILLS CONVERSION CHART
Under 7.5 seconds --> 5 pts.

7.6 - 9 seconds --> 4 pts.
9.1 - 10.5 seconds --> 3 pts.
10.6 - 12 seconds --> 2 pts.

12.1 seconds & over -->1 pt.



Goalrilla Tackling Trainer = Goalrilla Tackling Trainer | DICK'S Sporting
Goods

Where to Purchase Equipment

Football Passing Targets = Amazon.com : GoSports Football Trainer
Throwing Net Choose Between 8' x 8' or 6' x 6' Nets - Improve QB

Throwing Accuracy - Includes Foldable Bow Frame and Portable Carry
Case : Sports & Outdoors

Footballs = QB1 Composite Football - Baden Sports

 Triple Threat Football Belt (XLarge, must be
at least 46 inches long to go around 

Tackling Trainer)

https://www.amazon.com/GoSports-Football-Trainer-Throwing-Accuracy/dp/B07N4P1ZXN
https://www.badensports.com/products/qb1-composite-football?variant=8958917345332
https://www.dickssportinggoods.com/p/goalrilla-tackling-dummy-16glruglrlltcklngfta/16glruglrlltcklngfta
https://www.badensports.com/products/qb1-composite-football?variant=8958917345332
https://www.usgames.com/flag-football-belts?product=15220233
https://www.amazon.com/GoSports-Football-Trainer-Throwing-Accuracy/dp/B07N4P1ZXN
https://www.badensports.com/products/qb1-composite-football?variant=8958917345332
https://www.usgames.com/flag-football-belts?product=15220233
https://www.usgames.com/flag-football-belts?product=15220233
https://www.usgames.com/flag-football-belts?product=15220233
https://www.usgames.com/flag-football-belts?product=15220233


Level of Competition:

Division:

Flag Football Advanced Skills Score Sheet

Name of Athlete/Partner:
Role:

Athlete

Partner

Name of Athlete/Partner:
Role:

Athlete

Partner

Age Group (based on oldest player): 8 - 11 12-15 16-21 22-29 30+

Level 1 Level 2

Team Type: Traditional Unified Player Development Unified Competitive

Name of Athlete/Partner: Name of Athlete/Partner:

Attempts

Passing Skill Score: Level 1: Each passer be awarded 1 pt. for each successful attempt that goes into the target. Level 2: Each passer
be awarded 1pt. for each ball that goes into the 10yd target, 2pts. for each ball in the 15yd target and 3pts.  for each that goes into
the 20 yard target. 

1 2 3 4 5 Total for Passing

Attempts
1 2 3 Total for Receiving

Attempts 1 2 3 Total for Receiving

20 Yard Run Score  (use conversion chart)

Time Score

Defense Pursuit Score (use conversion chart) 

20 Yard Run Score  (use conversion chart)

Time Score

Time Score Time Score

Defense Pursuit Score (use conversion chart) 

Time Score Time Score

40 Yard Dash Score (use conversion chart) 40 Yard Dash Score (use conversion chart)

TIMED SKILLS CONVERSION CHART
Under 7.5 seconds --> 5 pts.

7.6 - 9 seconds --> 4 pts.
9.1 - 10.5 seconds --> 3 pts.
10.6 - 12 seconds --> 2 pts.

12.1 seconds & over -->1 pt.

TIMED SKILLS CONVERSION CHART
Under 7.5 seconds --> 5 pts.

7.6 - 9 seconds --> 4 pts.
9.1 - 10.5 seconds --> 3 pts.
10.6 - 12 seconds --> 2 pts.

12.1 seconds & over -->1 pt.

TIMED SKILLS CONVERSION CHART
Under 7.5 seconds --> 5 pts.

7.6 - 9 seconds --> 4 pts.
9.1 - 10.5 seconds --> 3 pts.
10.6 - 12 seconds --> 2 pts.

12.1 seconds & over -->1 pt.

TIMED SKILLS CONVERSION CHART
Under 7.5 seconds --> 5 pts.

7.6 - 9 seconds --> 4 pts.
9.1 - 10.5 seconds --> 3 pts.
10.6 - 12 seconds --> 2 pts.

12.1 seconds & over -->1 pt.

TIMED SKILLS CONVERSION CHART
Under 7.5 seconds --> 5 pts.

7.6 - 9 seconds --> 4 pts.
9.1 - 10.5 seconds --> 3 pts.
10.6 - 12 seconds --> 2 pts.

12.1 seconds & over -->1 pt.

TIMED SKILLS CONVERSION CHART
Under 7.5 seconds --> 5 pts.

7.6 - 9 seconds --> 4 pts.
9.1 - 10.5 seconds --> 3 pts.
10.6 - 12 seconds --> 2 pts.

12.1 seconds & over -->1 pt.

Attempts 1 2 3 4 5 Total for Passing

Receiving Skill Score: Level 1: Each receiver will receive 1 pt.  for each ball caught in any target box.   Level 2:  Each receiver will be
awarded 1pt for a ball caught in box 1, 2pts in box 2 and 3pts in box 3.

Passing Receiving 20 Yard Run Defense Pursuit 40 Yard Dash TotalAthlete/Partner Name Total Team Score


